General Engineer at Army Test and Evaluation, Yuma Proving Ground in Yuma, Arizona, United States
Job ID# 4868772 on www.azjobconnection.gov
Full Time - Permanent
Pay Rate: $79,363 - $103,676

Job Description
The United States Army Test and Evaluation Command is posting this advertisement for the subject position above under the Major Range and Test Facilities Base (MRTFB) Direct-Hire Authority. The chosen candidate will serve as a General Engineer supporting Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma, AZ. A selection will be made soon after the closing date. Selection of this position is permanent and will be made at the NH-03 (GS-12) grade level.

This position is subject to the ATEC Non-Supervisory, Journeyman Professional/Evaluator/Tester/Analyst Control Point. Therefore, the salary for this position will be set no higher than $103,676 (including locality).

As a Test Engineer, you will:
Plan, design, coordinate, execute, monitor, evaluate, and report test and evaluation of a variety of Aviation and Combat Electronic Warfare (EW) systems. Systems tested are characterized by their complexity and involve evaluation of the performance of Counter Improvised Explosive Device (C-IED), Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems (C-UAS), and Electronic Warfare Systems (EW). EW systems tested are complex in design and operational characteristics and require the application of novel or unique testing approaches due to the quick evolution of system development and testing requirements.

For complete job description go to https://atec.yello.co/jobs/e7PRq7_kMS7kriBAYAUIUA?job_board_id=zm0Yjn0EaOr11

Job Requirements
To qualify at the NH-03 (GS-12) level: One year of specialized experience which includes: planning and conducting testing and analyzing system test data to provide feedback for test. This definition of specialized experience is typical of work performed at the next lower grade/level position in the federal service (NH-02/GS-11).

Some federal jobs allow you to substitute your education for the required experience in order to qualify. For this job, you must meet the qualification requirement using experience alone--no substitution of education for experience is permitted.

For complete job description go to https://atec.yello.co/jobs/e7PRq7_kMS7kriBAYAUIUA?job_board_id=zm0Yjn0EaOr11

How to Apply
Go to https://atec.yello.co/jobs/e7PRq7_kM57kriBAYAULUA?job_board_id=zm0Yjn0EaOr11 to apply for this position. Follow the instructions included at the site, including how to submit an application.